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"The Art of Being a Boss" by Robert J. Schoenberg is a practical guide to leadership, combining the interview input of +
business leaders into a useful, leadership DNA packed format that will be of added value to the struggling supervisory
tyro or grand tournament master.

Here is a bit of leadership inspiration from others. Getty Images Managing, or rather leading, people is one of
the hardest things you will ever do professionally. It is both challenging and rewarding. Luckily, great leaders
are made, not born. In the spirit of learning, I compiled some of my favorite thought-provoking quotes on
what it means to be a great manager. I do hope they inspire you as well. Drucker "In most cases being a good
boss means hiring talented people and then getting out of their way. The more energy and attention you invest
in it, the greater the yield. The time you spend with your best is, quite simply, your most productive time.
Maxwell "Too many companies believe people are interchangeable. Truly gifted people never are. They have
unique talents. Such people cannot be forced into roles they are not suited for, nor should they be. Effective
leaders allow great people to do the work they were born to do. The best managers break the Golden Rule
every day. This presupposes that everyone breathes the same psychological oxygen as you. For example, if
you are competitive, everyone must be similarly competitive. Everyone must share your hatred of
micromanagement. It is principally a matter of experience, the proper attitude, and common sense--none of
which can be taught in a classroom Human experience shows that people, not organizations or management
systems, get things done. Rickover "Early on I realized that I had to hire people smarter and more qualified
than I was in a number of different fields, and I had to let go of a lot of decision making. Burns "A leader leads
by example, not by force. I only have three things to do. I have to choose the right people, allocate the right
number of dollars, and transmit ideas from one division to another with the speed of light. Dec 8, More from
Inc.
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Forbes coach, former Executive, HR pro helping you get a mindset to get results you deserve. The Art of Being a BOSS
- isn't a science, it's an Art.

Being organised is without a doubt the biggest element of our role. This particular blog is aimed at the newer
EAs that are starting out, that might be looking for some tips to refine their daily routine. We all work
differently, and we all need to find processes and systems that work for us, and for our bosses. Getting our
boss to make decisions is something we are challenged with on a daily basis. Always ensure you have the
detail you need to answer their questions, so best to prepare your alternative decisions with all the relevant
information, well before even presenting it to them for their answer. A folder system always works well when
you need to get things signed on a daily basis. Reply on their behalf: If you can reply to certain emails, then
do. When they email you things to you to action, the email can then be dragged into your folder as awaiting
action. Forward their landline to yours so it never rings. This allows you to gate-keep more effectively, and
manage their messages efficiently. Schedule one on ones: Save what you can for your one on ones and make
sure they happen, even if it has to be out of hours on the phone. If your boss runs to a tight schedule, which
most do, its essential to act as a time keeper. Either do this with a glance through a window in the meeting
room, or a subtle knock on the door, or short of that just stick your head in to the meeting room and advise the
time. Always be looking at least weeks ahead in the diary and always have at least 6 months of regular
meetings in the diary at any one time with meeting rooms booked too of course! Keep it up to date and pin it
up at your desk and your bosses , so its easily accessible for that quick glance. Set up your smart phone so you
have your bosses calendar and email accessible on it along with your own of course. I colour these notes in a
set colour so you can differentiate between what are meetings and what are notes. This is also a good idea for
when they have to give a short speech or open a presentation, you can jot down their speaking notes in the
calendar, rather than have to print it out for them. I use the flag system in Outlook to track all my emails. I will
send hundreds of emails a day and obviously not everyone will respond straight away. Un-flag them once you
receive a response. Whether you do this on a piece of paper or you use your task list within your email, you
cannot work effectively and in an organised fashion without a To-Do-List. My preference is the task manager.
And when I get asked verbally to do something I just create a new task with the specific request. I find this the
best way to combine emails and verbal requests together. Just tick completed when done! How urgent is it?:
Not everything has to be done now. Not everything has to be done on the day its given to you, and sometimes
it makes more sense to do things closer to the time they are required, as we all know how things can change
when you plan in advance! Being organised can sometimes be challenging. But with the right systems and
processes in place, it can just become routine. But when life becomes hectic and things get crazy, its good to
have a stable basis of organisation that will prove to be a fail-safe process or set of skills that will prevent
things from going wrong. To me, organisation skills are like any other skills that we develop in our life, they
develop, grow and mature as we get older and become more experienced. The more you read, the more you
learn, so I hope sharing my organisational tips will help you be a better Assistant in the long run.
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These leaders â€” the nearly perfect bosses â€” share a set of traits or skills that other bosses can learn from.
However, if you want to be the best boss you can be, these are attributes that employees say they value in a
boss. Positive and Passionate While the advice to keep a positive attitude sounds cliche, positive bosses know
how important it is. They do more than start the day with a smile. They keep their positive attitudes
throughout the day, no matter what happens. Great bosses take it further by demonstrating their passion for
their work. They love the company and its culture, its products and services. They love developing their
teams. Honest and Empathetic Near-perfect bosses are honest about everything. They see secrets and lies as an
unethical waste of time. Top-tier bosses have empathy, too. They understand how devastating it can be to have
a boss describe work as awful, and how that might affect morale and the ability to move forward. To avoid
that, they give constructive criticism in an encouraging, rather than demoralizing, way. Guiding and
Supportive The last thing best bosses do is boss people around. They get it that no one likes being bossed
around and told what to do all the time. Instead of bossing, they guide. Instead of telling a team what to do,
they help figure out what to do. They want doers, risk-takers and out-of-the-box thinkers. Peak-performing
bosses guide with encouragement, but not merely the you-can-do-it kind of encouragement. They give their
teams the confidence to think beyond and go beyond the traditional. They help them develop to their fullest
potential by supplying them with wings and encouraging them to soar. Motivational and Nurturing To grow in
skills, you have to be motivated. Some high achievers are motivated internally by their own ambition, but even
they need to be motivated by specific goals and accomplishments, not just by the desire to get ahead. Even as
the team works together for a common goal, each member may be motivated to do so by different personal
goals. Ideal bosses know this and motivate each of the individuals according to their needs so that each team
member can give their best to the team. Creative and Inspiring Great bosses are creative. They devise different
training methods and development goals for each employee. Employees notice this and are driven to bring
creative ideas to the team. Practically perfect bosses inspire others just by the way they approach problems and
guide their teams. They inspire by admitting their shortcomings and failures and then, through their optimism,
find another way.
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The Art of Being a Boss has 11 ratings and 0 reviews. A practical guide to supervising and motivating others, based on
interviews with over top execu.

Flag as under new ownership Our Ideal Customer My ideal customer is a female leader between 18 - 45 who
needs a guide who can help someone who has already been there. What are the barriers? This is how I can
help. The highs and lows - the pitfalls. I enjoy coaching, yet part if this is also do consulting. I do training and
speaking on various topics. My online course will be out in months. About Us I help business owners and
leaders get results in their personal and professional lives. They have more time, make more money and less
stress. Get the life they want - they just need some clarity and confidence to achieve that life. I am a former
corporate executive, now an HR consultant and a Forbes council coach. A leadership coach who was a leader
and ran large departments prior to consulting with small and mid sized businesses. I help biz owners who are
overwhelmed, unclear, afraid of failing or afraid , especially on how to deal with the people aspects of a
growing business. They want actionable solutions that are easy, practical and just work! And someone who
can support them - so those voices of criticism and doubt in their head are lessened and wrangled into action
not fear. How We Got Started I started my business as it become clear to me not everyone knows show to deal
with people, run a business, and especially now how to develop and shape a mindset for success. People start a
business or join a company as they have a passion for that work but the strategy, actions, the people stuff - is
not their strength. This took me some time some HUGE epic failures to learn from, grow and achieve success.
It is hard, challenging and yet can be so very rewarding once things are in place. As a former executive, a
Forbes Council coach and an HR consultant I can help with mindset to provide confidence, clarity and help
you get the life y
5: 54 best art of being a boss party images on Pinterest | Words, Artist and Quote
The Art of Being a Boss Lady in Creative It was kind of terrifying. I'm not shy by any stretch, but when I saw the rather
large audience that had gathered in the Digitas Health cafÃ©, suddenly this idea VivaWomen had to "host a panel
discussion of female creative leaders" didn't sound so great.

6: Ross puts the management into the art of being a football boss | The Northern Echo
Kari from The Art of Being A BOSS Answered this on September 06, George I do independent HR consulting. We could
do so resume work, how to network and interview etc. get in touch with me at kari@www.enganchecubano.com (more)
George I do independent HR consulting.

7: The Art of being Organised - Who's the real boss | developing administration professionals
The Art of Being a Boss: Inside Intelligence from Top-Level Business Leaders and Young Executives on the Move by
Robert J Schoenberg starting at $ The Art of Being a Boss: Inside Intelligence from Top-Level Business Leaders and
Young Executives on the Move has 2 available editions to buy at Alibris.
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